# Diachronic Landscapes

**LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE LECTURE SERIES**

**FALL 2016**

**CORNELL UNIVERSITY**

**LA 4830**

**12:15 - 1:15**

**Kennedy 461**

unless otherwise posted

## AUGUST

**AUG. 31**

**W** Bruce Monger (prof. CALS, oceanographer)

9:30 @117  
Climate Change and Sea Level Rise

## SEPTEMBER

**SEP. 07**

**W** Kathryn Gleason (Associate Prof. Landscape Architecture, Cornell)

Diachronic Landscape: Talking about Landscapes in Time

**SEP. 14**

**W** Catherine Seavitt-Nordenson (CUNY)

Design for Resilient Coastlines

**SEP. 21**

**W** Kim Mathews (Partner, Mathews Nielsen Landscape Architects, NYC)

Governor’s Island, West Point FP, & Buffalo Niagara

**SEP. 26**

**M** Allison James (MIT)

Landscape Architects and World Heritage Sites

## OCTOBER

**OCT. 05**

**W** Natalie Mahowald (Prof. CALS, earth and atmospheric, climate change minor professor)

9:30 @117  
TBA

**OCT. 12**

**W** Ivan Álvarez (PhD, researcher Ihtt, UPC, Barcelona. Maspalomas design competition, Canary islands.)

9:30 @117  
From a territorial approach in the sixties to human emotional responses (of landscape) in XXI century

**OCT. 26**

**W** Aleksandr Mergold (Assistant Prof. Architecture, Cornell)

9:30 @117  
The Sural Atlas of Central NY

Late OCT  
Pippa Brashear (Director of Resiliency, SCAPE)

TBA

Late OCT  
Jeremy Foster (Associate Prof. Architecture, Cornell)

TBA

## NOVEMBER

**NOV. 03**

**M** Daniel Tal, Plenary Speaker: ASLA (Stanley Consultants; Tech Editor at Large, Landscape Architecture Magazine)

The New Tech Landscape

**NOV. 4-5**

**M** Upstate ASLA Event:

Sketch Up Workshop

**NOV. 16**

**T** Kristina Hill (UC Berkeley)

Adapting urban waterfronts to climate change

**NOV. 21**

**M** Amina Aicha Malek (Centre national de la recherche scientifique, Paris)

Lambese, Algeria

Preserving the ancient Roman cultural landscape of North Africa

**NOV. 28**

**M** Nellie Gardner (Horticulturalist, Darwin Martin House)

The Integrated Landscape of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Darwin Martin House

With discussion of internship program.

To be Scheduled:  
Brian Jencek (Partner, HOK, San Francisco).

Recruiting, talk on the firm.  He would also like to sit in on reviews.